Although closing volume is regarded as a clinical test for the early detection of peripheral airway closure, its grounds are not clear. There have been no simulation studies for phase IV in the single-breath nitrogen washout (SBNW) curve, even though several mathematical models for phase III have been proposed. We modeled the lung tissue deformation during slow expiration in which the tissue was regarded as a porous elastic body similar to a sponge. We assigned the maximum tissue density of lung parenchyma over which the lung tissue could not be contracted according to several experimental reports in literature. SBNW curves were then simulated by computing expired air volume and nitrogen concentration for respective acini in the lung model. The simulated SBNW curves well reproduced phase IV, cardiac oscillation, and its postural changes. We found that the higher lung compliance increased closing volume, but decreased residual volume. The smaller maximum tissue density generated larger closing volume and larger residual volume. It suggested that phase IV reflected the alveolar contractility, and the increase of closing volume in emphysema could be explained by an insufficient contraction of alveoli. We also found that the distribution of maximum tissue density affected the onset of Phase IV. A constant value of density generated a clear onset, but a wide distribution of it corresponding to peripheral airway closure obscured it. We suggest that the airway closure was not necessary for phase IV appearance in both normal and emphysematous lung.
Closing volume, the volume fraction of phase IV to vital capacity in a single-breath nitrogen washout (SBNW) curve, has been in clinical use as a pulmonary function test, which can detect peripheral airway obstructions. An SBNW test is performed through three steps. First, one expires to residual volume (RV) after resting breaths of room air, then inspires pure oxygen to total lung capacity (TLC), and finally expires to RV as slowly as possible. During the third step, an SBNW curve is obtained by recording the nitrogen concentration of expired air against the volume of expired air. The nitrogen concentration is zero at first (phase I), but rapidly increases (phase II), and reaches a plateau with a slight slope (phase III). A sudden rise of nitrogen concentration occurs near RV because of gravitational ventilation inhomogeneity (phase IV) [1] . In 1967, Dollfuss and Milic-Emili proposed a hypothesis that phase IV was due to airway closure in a dependent zone and named the volume fraction of phase IV to the vital capacity "closing volume" (CV) [2] . Furthermore, they reported a positive correlation of CV to age [3] and to smoking [4] . They speculated that small airways in aged people and in smokers were closed earlier than those in normal subjects and proposed that the measurement of CV was a simple and sensitive test for the early detection of small airway diseases [4] .
For these four decades, their hypotheses regarding phase IV in normal and diseased lungs have played essential roles for the establishment of the present concept of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD).
The grounds of their hypotheses in normal subjects were that there must be a space disconnection between the tracheal and alveolar spaces in the dependent zone. On the other hand, Hyatt stated that phase IV could occur if the airflow in the dependent zone stopped regardless of the airway obstruction [5] . Frequent evidence of spatial disconnection between the tracheal and alveolar spaces has been reported. Burger and Macklem [6] demonstrated absorption atelectasis after 100% O 2 inspiration. Engel et al. [4] and Hales et al. [7] demonstrated the sequestration of alveolar air using N 2 0 and 13 N, respectively. However, none of their works identified the location of spatial disconnection. It is also possible that spatial disconnection may occur at the alveolar mouth. Regarding the hypothesis of the earlier closure of small airways in diseased lung, they did not discuss other possibilities that might increase closing volume. Because there have been no modalities that provide in vivo dynamic observations of microstructures of the lung, the origin of closing volume is still unclear.
Model studies will be useful for a deeper understanding of such invisible phenomena. Although several simulation studies have been released on phase III [9] [10] [11] [12] , there have been no model studies reported on phase IV. In this paper, we have reproduced phase IV in the SBNW curve based on a lung deformation model in which the lung tissue is regarded as a porous elastic body similar to a sponge. When a sponge is pressed, air within it is pushed out and diffused into the atmosphere with no resistance. It is different from lung tissue in which air is drained through the airway. However, if the expiratory flow rate is very slow, the airflow resistance may be negligible. If the airway is closed, the lung tissue periphery is not contracted anymore; therefore it is possible to simulate lung deformation during an SBNW test with a sponge model.
Gravity has generally been agreed to play a main role for ventilation distribution [1] . Let us suppose that a columnar sponge is placed on a floor as shown in Fig. 1A . The lower part of the sponge is contracted by its own weight. When the sponge is fixed at the ceiling and the supporting stand is shifted upward (Fig. 1B) , the same deformation occurs as in Fig. 1A . The supporting stand corresponds to the diaphragm at an upright posture in the human body. Glazier et al. investigated the vertical gradient of the alveolar size of dogs frozen intact [13] . They found it uniform everywhere at TLC, but there was a vertical gradient of alveolar volume at FRC. Because the tissue density of lung parenchyma is reciprocal to the alveolar volume, their findings indicated that the tissue density is uniform at TLC and gravity-dependent at FRC, which today we can see by inspiratory and expiratory chest CT images [14] . The uniform density at TLC is thought to result from the respiratory muscle power that generates uniform intrathoracic pressure against gravity. Furthermore, Glazier et al. found that the alveolar volume changed little when the distance from the top was more than 20 cm [13] . Hogg et al. measured the tissue density of excised dog lung and found that it ranged from 0.07 g/ml to 0.49 g/ml with the pleural pressure ranging from 30 cmH 2 O to -3 cmH 2 O [15] . Both experiments suggest that the lung tissue density is not larger than 0.5 g/ml in normal conditions. The existence of the maximum density of lung parenchyma is consistent with our approach mimicking the lung parenchyma by a porous elastic body.
In this paper, we will first explain how to generate an SBNW curve from a porous elastic body model. Then the influence of parameters used in the model will be examined, after which we will discuss a novel interpretation of CV and a reconsideration of airway closure.
METHODS
Generation of SBNW curve by a columnar lung model (Fig. 2) . The lung tissue is regarded as a porous elastic body consisting of virtual cubic acini whose side length is 5 mm at TLC. Nitrogen concentration distribution within a pulmonary acinus may be critical for phase III slope in an SBNW, as several simulation studies revealed [9, 10] . However, it is impossible to estimate an intra-acinar nitrogen concentration distribution from the present lung deformation model. Since the purpose of the present study is to reproduce phase IV, intra-acinar nitrogen concentration is regarded as homogenous. Also, the pulmonary blood flow may change during the respiratory cycle; thus the tissue mass may not be exactly constant. However, we regard the mass preserved for simplicity. Since the lung is gradually contracted by the contraction of the chest wall, we define contractile ratios of the chest wall as the size reductions from TLC to RV. Lung deformation during slow expiration is formulated as described in the appendix. Tissue density, volume, and air content for each acinus at each time step is calculated by Eqs. 11 and 12, also in the appendix. The number of time steps for numerical calculation from TLC to RV is 200 in the present paper. The value of RV is given by the sum of each acinar volume at the final step.
Air space in the lung is continuous everywhere. How- When a sponge is put on the floor (A), the deepest portion is the most compressed. When the supporting stand is shifted so that the top of the sponge may be touching the ceiling (B), the sponge is compressed in the same way as in A. The x, y, and z axes are used in the appendix for a formulation of the compression.
ever, gas within one acinus basically does not move into another one during respiration because acini are connected to one another only through the airway tree. Therefore it is reasonable to regard the nitrogen concentration in the acinus to be constant during expiration. Consequently, the nitrogen concentration in the acinus can be calculated from the acinar volumes at TLC and RV (V 0 and V R ) and the lung tissue density at TLC (ρ 0 ) in the following way (black frame in Fig. 2 ). Since the tissue density at RV is ρ 0 V 0 /V R , the air volume in the acinar unit is calculated as
As the nitrogen concentration in the room air is 78%, the nitrogen mass in the acinar unit at RV is 0.78 (V R -ρ 0 V 0 ). After pure oxygen inhalation, the acinar volume changes from V R to V 0 , and the air volume in the acinar unit changes from (V R -ρ 0 V 0 ) to (V 0 -ρ 0 V 0 ). Meanwhile the nitrogen mass does not change. Therefore the nitrogen concentration at TLC is calculated as 0.78 (V R -ρ 0 V 0 )/ (V 0 -ρ 0 V 0 ). In the case of postural change before and after expiration, regional nitrogen concentrations are calculated by regional volumes at RV with the gravity direction before expiration. Expired air volume from each acinus at time t is given by the difference of acinar volumes between time t and t -1. The expired nitrogen mass from each acinus at t is calculated by expired air volume, nitrogen concentration, and the volume of dead space for each acinus. The total volume of expired air at t and its average nitrogen concentration are then computed (purple frame in Fig. 2 ). The onset of Phase IV was determined by a method by Verhamme et al. [17] .
The total volume of anatomical dead space is assigned at 3% of total lung volume [16] . The space in the present simulation is assumed to be divided evenly and connected to respective acinar units. The total path length from the trachea to each acinus is known to have a wide distribution [16] . Here the volume fraction of dead space to each acinar unit is assigned by the Gaussian function with a mean of 3.0% and a standard deviation of 1.0%.
Used parameters. The values of the parameters used in the displacement function were listed as follows:
1. Specific lung compliance: C 2. Tissue density at TLC: ρ 0 3. Maximum tissue density: ρ m 4. The height of the model at TLC for gravitational direction: Zo 5. Contractile ratios of the chest wall: S x , S y , S z The standard value of C was assigned at 0.06 H 2 O [18] . The standard value of ρ 0 was assigned at 0.1 g/ml according to Weibel [16] . The standard value of ρ m was assigned at 0.5 g/ml according to Hogg et al. [15] . The standard value of the model height was assigned at 30 cm, mimicking the height of the adult human lung. Contractile ratios of the chest wall were assigned at 0.15 for nongravitational direction (S x , S y ) and 0.30 for gravitational direction (S z ), according to radiographic findings. Note that the final contractile ratio at the gravity direction is not S z , but 1+ f (Zo, 1)/Zo in Eq. 11 in the appendix. The values of those five parameters were changed about 20-25% from the standard values, and SBNW curves were obtained for each combination of the parameters.
Deformation of the porous elastic body within a curved cage. A realistic lung contour is given by a set of geometric surfaces used by Kitaoka's 3-D airway tree model [19] . The total volume of this lung model is 6,370 ml, including the trachea. According to Weibel [16] , volume fraction of the lung parenchyma is 90% of the total lung volume, and the air content is 90%. Therefore total lung capacity is 6,370 × 0.9 × 0.9 + 50 = 5,210 ml, where 50 ml is an approximate volume of the upper airway beyond the vocal cord. Specific compliance, maximum tissue density, and contractile ratios were assigned at the standard values for the columnar lung model. The volume change of each acinus resulting from elastic waves through the lung tissue originating from the heartbeat was calculated by setting a harmonic oscillator at the apex with an amplitude of 5 mm and angular velocity of 2 π/s. According to elastic theory, velocity of the elastic wave, v, is expressed by specific compliance and tissue density as follows,
Displacement function U(r) at distance r is expressed as follows,
where A is amplitude and ω is angular velocity. We superimposed this function on Eqs. 11 and 12 and recalculated the volume changes and expired nitrogen masses for each time step.
The SBNW curve for lying posture was calculated by changing gravitational direction. The contractile ratios were assigned at 0.1 (lateral direction), 0.05 (sagittal direction), and 0.44 (cranio-rump direction). Lung tissue beneath the heart was deformed by the heart mass. Verhamme et al. recorded SBNW curves with a rotating bed by which the gravitational direction was reversed just before expiration [17] . To mimic their experiment, we calculated nitrogen concentration at supine posture and volume change at prone posture. Figure 3 shows how regional volumes and tissue densities change during expiration for the standard parameters (#1 in Table 1 ). The volumes of respective acinar units decrease almost linearly and reach the minimum value corresponding to the maximum tissue density. The regional volume change is similar to the "onion-skin" diagram named by Milic-Emili et al. [1] . A real curve in Fig. 4 indicates an SBNW curve for this case. The instant at which the tissue density in the deepest part reaches the maximum tissue density is equal to the phase IV onset in the SBNW curve.
RESULTS

Simulation with columnar lung model
The values of the five parameters and the obtained values of CV and RV are listed in Table 1 . First, respective influences were investigated (No.2-No.6 in Table 1 and Fig.  4) . A higher compliance generated a larger CV but a smaller RV. Smaller tissue density at TLC generated a smaller CV and a larger RV. Although data were not indicated, lower compliance generated a smaller CV and a larger RV, and larger tissue density at TLC generated a larger CV and a smaller RV. Likewise, the height and the contractile ratios indicated influences similar to those by the compliance. These results were caused by the formulation of Eq. 11 in the appendix in which all of those parameters enhanced gravity effect .Because acini in the deepest part reached the maximum tissue density earlier by increases in those parameters, the CV was larger. Fur- thermore, because the number of acini that reached the maximum tissue density was larger, the RV was smaller.
On the other hand, the maximum tissue density showed a different influence (No. 4). When it was smaller, both CV and RV increased. This was because acini in the deepest part reached the maximum tissue density earlier, but the volume of acini that reached it was larger. Since the influences of these four parameters, except maximum tissue density, are similar but slightly different, as indicated in Eq. 11 in the appendix, there were several combinations that generated an increase of both CV and RV, such as No. 6 in Table 1 . However, when the value of compliance was further increased, RV was again decreased (No. 7). The higher compliance (No. 2), lower tissue density at TLC (No. 3), lower tissue density at RV (No. 4) lower position of the diaphragm (No. 5), and limitation of the chest wall motion (No. 6) are all possible in pulmonary emphysema. By applying all these parametric changes, we obtained an increase of both CV and RV (No. 9). We then examined how the further changes of respec- tive parameters influenced the values of CV and RV. We found that only the maximum tissue density indicated further increases of CV and RV (No. 10). The further increase of compliance again resulted in a decrease of RV (No. 11).
The maximum density was assigned uniform for all acini in the above simulations. In the following, the influence of the distribution of the maximum tissue density was examined (Fig. 5) . All other parameters were assigned at the standard values. When a small amount of fluctuation was given (a Gaussian distribution with the mean of 0.5 g/ml and SD of 0.05 g/ml), the phase IV onset became slightly dull. When a random distribution from 0.3 g/ml to 1.0 g/ml was given, the onset of phase IV was not distinguishable, and therefore closing volume was undetermined. This distribution corresponds to an occasion that has no intrinsic limit of tissue density, but in which the various sites of airway closure give various values of the maximum tissue densities to all acinar units. Figure 6 shows how the lung contour of the model is deformed from TLC thorough FRC to RV at an upright posture. It is presented by a set of originally horizontal curves on the lung surfaces. The visualized shapes appear consistent with the real deformation of the thorax. Simulated SBNW curves for the realistic lung shape are presented in Fig. 7 . All parameters are the same as the initial values in the columnar lung, except the lung shape. Cardiogenic oscillation was well reproduced, as shown in Fig.  7B . This oscillation disappeared without gravity effect (not indicated), because there is no nitrogen concentration difference within the lung. The negative slope of phase IV by postural change reported by Verhamme [17] was also reproduced (Fig. 7D) .
Simulation with a realistic lung shape
DISCUSSION
Validity of the lung deformation model
Our lung deformation model reproduced the onionskin diagram of the regional lung volume [1] , as shown in Fig. 3A . It suggested that our method for modeling gravity effects on lung deformation was valid in spite of its simplicity. Simulated SBNW curves for upright and supine positions with postural changes were successful, except phase III slopes. As mentioned in METHOD, the deformation model did not consider intra-acinar nitrogen concentration inhomogeneity. Simulation studies by Dutrieue et al. [11] suggested that diffusion-convection-dependent inhomogeneity in the pulmonary acinus generated phase III slopes. According to their study, it is reasonable that phase III slopes in the present simulation were zero.
The parameter study using a columnar model revealed that CV was increased by a taller lung and higher compliance. This result can be mathematically interpreted as an enhancement of gravity effect in the present model and consistent with the positive correlation of CV and age [3, 20] . We have modeled SBNW under the presumption that the expiratory flow rate is less than 0.5 l/s. Meanwhile, Hyatt et al. [5] indicated that the faster expiratory flow generates an earlier phase IV. Their experimental result can be interpreted by our model in this way: the faster expiratory flow enhances gravity effect.
As long as we investigated, only Arieli et al. [9] reported a mathematical model for cardiogenic oscillation in an SBNW curve. Their model is an electric circuit model consisting of three compartments without gravity effect. However, it is known that gravity effect is necessary for cardiogenic oscillation, as shown by Guy's microgravity experiments [21] . Our present simulation is consistent with their experiments because cardiogenic oscillation is generated by intrapulmonary inhomogeneity of the nitrogen concentration caused by gravity effect in our model. Further, Guy et al. also reported that small-phase IV exists even in microgravity. We interpret this to mean that phase IV can appear if the lung tissue is extremely deformed near RV by nongravitational force. The most possible site is the inferior margin of the lung, at which the lung tissue is sandwiched by the rib cage and the liver.
Interpretation of phase IV in normal condition
We have found that a uniform value of the maximum tissue density is required for the presence of recognizable phase IV. In general, the maximum density of material is uniquely determined by its microstructural property. Therefore the uniformity of the maximum tissue density is thought to be an intrinsic property of lung parenchyma originated from the alveolar structure. On the other hand, airway closure is an extrinsic factor that gives various values of the maximum tissue density to the lung parenchyma. Thus if there are airway closures in normal subjects, there would be a nonuniform distribution of the maximum tissue density, which obscures phase IV. As far as the present author reviewed, the paper by Hughes et al. [22] is the only one that demonstrates macroscopically the site of airway closure in normal lung. They observed excised dog lungs rapidly frozen at the transpulmonary pressure of -6 cmH 2 O and found that closure occurred at the level of terminal bronchioles and not at the more proximal level. Note that the transpulmonary pressure of -6 cmH 2 O is much lower than that during phase IV. Their report cannot be evidence of the airway closure in phase IV.
Recently, we have constructed a 4-D (3-D + time axis) alveolar model in which alveolar mouths are closed at their minimum volumes under the existence of pulmonary surfactant function [23] . Our model provides a uniform value of maximum tissue density at which the alveolar mouth is closed with trapped air inside. Our model also reveals that the spatial disconnection sites during phase IV [6] [7] [8] is the alveolar mouth. The alveolar mouth closure is never imaginary, but is recorded with rapidly frozen histological sections in literature, though the original authors did not mention it [23, 24] . Figure 8 is a reproduction of a figure in the paper by Young et al. [24] . They investigated the structural changes of alveoli at low lung volume. In their experiment, excised rat lungs were held at 3 cmH 2 O transpulmonary pressure and frozen before (Fig. 8a) and after (Fig. 8b) , keeping the same transpulmonary pressure for 20 min. The lung compliance decreased by 42% after a 20-min period, though the lung volume decreased by only 8%. They estimated alveolar surface area and volume ratio between alveoli and alveolar ducts from the frozen histological sections and detected no morphometric differences between the two conditions. In conclusion, they decided that the change of surface tension and possibly an undetected change of air-space configuration might occur to decrease the compliance. Note that the alveolar ducts marked by asterisks in Fig. 8b (added by the present author) have smooth walls without the protrusion of alveolar septa. Such smooth alveolar duct walls are observed neither in Fig. 8a , nor in usual histological sections fixed at
upright upright with heart beat supine-supine supine-prone TLC. The smooth duct wall means the absence of open alveolar mouths, i.e., alveolar mouth closure. Since this configurational change is a topological and not a metric change, it was undetected by conventional morphometric methods. Although the experiment was not in vivo, these photographs strongly suggest that similar configurational change may occur at phase IV.
Interpretation of phase IV in emphysema
The parameter study in the present model has revealed that only the maximum tissue density generated a larger CV and a larger RV. All other parameters, lung compliance, tissue density at TLC, lung height, and contractility of the chest wall, generated a larger CV, but a smaller RV. This is because these parameters enhance gravity effects and increase the number of acini contracted down to the limit. On the other hand, the maximum tissue density influences differently from the other parameters. A smaller value of it provides larger volumes to acini contracted down to the limit, and consequently a larger value of RV. This decrease does not mean an earlier closure of alveolar mouth, but indicates that alveoli does not contract sufficiently but contain excess air inside. We name it "alveolar dyscontraction." The condition by which alveoli contains excess air is conventionally regarded as air trapping caused by peripheral airway closure. However, spatial disconnection at phase IV has been proved only in normal conditions [6] [7] [8] and not yet in emphysema. Furthermore, the present simulation study has suggested that airway closure does not increase CV. Thus the condition that alveoli contains excess air in emphysema is thought to be caused by pathological changes of alveoli themselves, rather than by airway closure. The pathophysiology of emphysema should be reconsidered from a point of view of alveolar dynamics.
In conclusion, our interpretation of CV is summarized into three points:
(1) Phase IV in an SBNW curve indicates the existence of alveoli that have reached the maximum contraction. (2) Spatial disconnection between alveoli and the trachea in phase IV could be by alveolar mouth closure. (3) The increase of CV in emphysema is due to alveolar dyscontraction, regardless of peripheral airway closure.
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